
MOQ for stitching 
loop fold labels

MOQ for stitching 
mitre fold labels

MOQ for stitching 
end fold labels

MOQ for stitching 
single cut labels

25 pcs 25 pcs 100 pcs 100 pcs

END FOLDMITRE FOLD LOOP FOLD SINGLE CUT 

CUT AND SEW
The manufacturer’s label is carefully cut out of the garment by hand. The new brand label is sewn with 
a single line of stitching onto the top of the neck taping. A wash care label relevant to the garment is 
inserted underneath the brand label and a size loop is stitched in next to it. This is a budget option that 
leaves you with a professional looking garment with no mention of the manufacturer.

GET IN TOUCH FOR 
MORE INFORMATION
www.firelabel.co.uk
info@firelabel.co.uk
01905 745267

GET CREATIVE 
As well as woven neck labels you can add even more value 
to your brand with the addition of woven hem labels. These 
labels can be applied to hoodies, sweatshirt, beanies, caps 
and much more.
 
They are the perfect tool for stamping your brand name onto 
your garments in a stylish and fashionable way.

RE-LABEL YOUR GARMENTS AND ADD VALUE YOU TO YOUR BRAND
WOVEN LABEL STYLES
MINIMUM ORDER QUANTITY - 500 LABELS PER DESIGN.

UNPICK AND SEW 
The neck taping of the garment is unpicked by hand and the manufacturer’s label is removed. The new 
brand label is then inserted with a size loop next to it and a generic wash care label underneath. This 
wash care label is relevant to the particular garments fabric content. You are left with a professional 
looking garment with no mention of the manufacturer.

This is the classic label 
used for the majority of 
garments. The label is 

folded in the middle and 
either sewn into or on 
top of the seam of the 

garment.

This rectangular label 
has 45 degree folded 

ends. The label is sewn 
into the garments using 
the folded tabs at either 

end.

This label has either end 
folded underneath the 

design. The label is sewn 
into the garments using 
the folded tabs at either 

end which hides the 
stitching.

This is a flat label that 
is sewn directly onto the 

garments. The label is 
sewn all the way around 

the outside so that the 
back of the label is not 

visible.


